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2013. Year in Review
2013 was a year of intense development for entreamigos and one of the most significant years since
our move into the new building. We concentrated on training staff, improving administrative systems,
reviewing our mission and vision, and managing our bustling organization with limited resources.
Our Board of Directors focused on organizational housekeeping, including a review of our bylaws as
both a U.S. nonprofit and a Mexican A.C. Through a series of home meetings we helped the
community understand more clearly the work that entreamigos does while we continued to refine and
improve our methods of accounting and communication.
At entreamigos the work with the children deepended and became more defined. In 2013 we worked
hard to make every action, every class, every moment more significant. We didn’t expand our
educational offerings; rather we dedicated ourselves to improving what we had been doing.
This work was highlighted by the realization that entreamigos is a safehouse and gathering place for
many children in crisis. We focused more attention and resources towards these children and feel
confident and proud that they, and many, many others continue to choose entreamigos as a home
away from home.
In 2013 we began to step into our responsibility to maintain entreamigos for the future. We worked to
define our intentions and the path towards organizational sustainability; and we invested energy and
resources in planning for operational and financial longevity.
Our continued growth will depend on our ability to develop our staff and our students to steward
entreamigos for generations to come.
Sincerely,
Nicole Swedlow
Founder and Director, entreamigos

Impact 2013: Education
At entreamigos we believe that education is as much about the experience as
At entreamigos we believe … (I’m really struggling
the content. We strive to create opportunities for learning that are fun, creative
with an intro sentence here)
and engaging. We want kids to learn to love to learn!

Library and Classes
The entreamigos library is the heart and hub
of all educational activities at entreamigos.
Most afternoons the library is packed full with
children taking classes or just hanging out,
using the computers, playing with puzzles or
reading quietly. Entreamigos does not keep
formal entry/exit records but on most days
approximately 150 children make use of the
library facility.

The Mexican equivalent of the Headstart
program, “Educacion Inicial” meets at
entreamigos twice weekly, providing skill
building parenting classes for moms with
young children.

The entreamigos library boasts 915 registered
card holders and checked out 1568 books in
2013. (Spanish collection) On average, 115
books were in continuous circulation.
Every week approximately 124 kids
participated in scheduled classes at
entreamigos that included English, belly
dance, circus, jiu jitsu, horseback riding,
birdwatching, reading club, guitar, video
editing, hip‐hop, drama and art. Another
25‐40 children joined us fweekly for drop ‐ in
classes in art or storytelling.
The entreamigos library offered 544 hours of
free tutoring and received 1204 student visits.

Ludoteca
The ludoteca (play area for children under 5)
had a spectacular first year of operation,
receiving between 40 and 100 weekly visitors.

2013 Summer
Workshops
As always, the entreamigos summer workshop
program was a huge success with 205
students enrolled in the full 4 week program;
representing roughly 60% of the total (4‐12yr
old) child population of San Pancho!
This
year 95 volunteers from Mexico, Canada,
Europe and the United States offered 78
different classes!

impact 2013. education. scholarship program
Cost of Education; How the entreamigos scholarship program supports students
The entreamigos scholarship program is designed to support each child in the manner and at the
level that they most need. Scholarship support for each child is different. In some cases, children
receive uniforms, school supplies, backpacks, payments of school fees, transportation costs, and
additional food or economic support. In other cases, the family covers some of these costs and
entreamigos supports them when and where they fall short. Our close ties in the community
allow us to adapt to the real needs of each child and ensure that education is always a priority.
Scholarship funds are also used to support the after‐school tutoring program, school‐related
special projects, and some library programs.

Scholarship Expenses
Every August, entreamigos clears
out our stock of school supplies
and gives everything away to
families in the community. In 2013
more than 200 children received
backpacks and school supplies
from entreamigos at the start
of the school year.
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Uniforms and Materials*
Cash Assistance
Scholarship Coordinators
Tutor
Special Activities
Other Expenses
*includes $44,516pesos
of in‐kind supplies

The scholarship program provided material,
educational, social, and financial support for 74
students in 2013. Under the leadership of
Paulina Lua, the continuity in support to
students and families has kept children in
school and has created a strong bond of trust
and appreciation among the students, parents,
and the entreamigos community.
As we
accompany more students into university‐level
studies, the scholarship program is one of the
accomplishments that gives us greatest pride.
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In addition to our work with the students, the
Scholarship Program embraces parents in the
educational process. Paulina and the staff of
entreamigos are committed to providing all of
the support possible to parents in times of
question or crisis. The last Wednesday of
every month all parents in the community are
invited to attend workshops that highlight a
variety of topics. In 2013, parent workshops
included
skill
building
activities
in
communication, nutrition, discipline and many
others with a special one‐week emphasis on
sex education, including a mandatory 2 day
workshop for all high school and college
students.
As we move into the future, we anticipate more
and more students entering University. The
cost of higher education will challenge us to
find new ways to support our children and their
bright futures. It will take committed families,
hard working youth and the investment of a
whole community, but the result ‐ a college
educated and empowered generation of
leaders for the future of San Pancho ‐ is within
our reach!

Impact 2013: Education. Outreach Projects
The scholarship program at entreamigos is
dedicated helping committed students to reach
their highest educational potential. However
sometimes that isn’t as straightforward as it
seems.
In 2013 the entreamigos scholarship program
welcomed a new member to its staff, Yazmin
Castañeda. Under her capable leadership, the
scholarship program expanded its scope to
include outreach projects directed at students in
critical situations. Yazmin developed a new,
more responsive model for assisting children in
crisis. In many cases these children were not
part of the official scholarship program because
they lacked the grades or family support required
to participate, but they were children with even
more severe financial and emotional pressures.

In the summer of 2013
entreamigos and our local
collaborators created a new
educational program for
environmental learning. The
Bote Bio-divertido will bring
regionalized and relevant
environmental education to
thousands of students in
2014!

The resulting project, named Selva Jaguar
(Jungle Cats), combined the wisdom of
volunteer psychologist Karoul Talaba with the
street savvy and compassion of Yazmin;
together they created a program for working
peacefully and constructively with children who
have severe behavioral issues. We witness the
impact of this intervention every day: fewer
incidents of physical violence and bullying, more
collaborative interaction, and more kids taking
responsibility for their behavior and its
consequences.

impact. environment.
In 2013 entreamigos strengthened its role as a leader and model for environmental responsibility in the
region.This leadership was reflected in the resilience of our recycling program, increased demand for
tours locally and internationally, and the impact of our environmental educational programs.
The recycling program showed remarkable fortitude, continuing to function well during the leave of
absence of Indira Santos, the program coordinator and also of Nico, the principal recycling collector. The
50 bins distributed throughout San Pancho increased in usage, requiring almost daily emptying in
several locations. A donated pickup truck helped to improve our efficiency and our ability to collect
recyclables, especially in San Pancho’s outlying areas.

In the summer of 2013
entreamigos and our local
collaborators created a new
educational program for
environmental learning. The
Bote Bio-divertido will bring
regionalized and relevant
environmental education to
thousands of students in
2014!

Recognition of entreamigos as a model of environmental responsibility continued to grow. The number
of tours and visitors from all over the region increased. Elementary students from San Pancho and
surrounding communities visited monthly. University students studying sustainability, eco‐tourism, and
micro‐finance visited in organized study tours from many regional and international universities including
New York University, Northern Illinois University, University of Chicago, and Cornell. Closer to home, we
had regular visits from the Universidad Autonoma de Tepic, Universidad de Guadalajara, and the
Universidad Tecnológica de Bahía de Banderas.
The government of Nayarit also recognized entreamigos’ environmental work and added visits to the
facility to their tourism promotions of the region. This partnership encouraged hundreds of residents from
the Nayarit capital to learn more about our environmental commitment, increasing the recognition of our
impact at the state and national level.

Impact 2013: Community
and Culture
A clean and beautiful, multicultural and
equitable, educated and thoughtful community
that is engaged and committed to its collective
future …this the culture of entreamigos and our
wish for San Pancho.

Impact 2013: Community
and Culture
Entreamigos is a true community center that
serves as a nexus point, meeting space and
educational resource for all residents and
visitors to San Pancho. At entreamigos we work
hard to build and care for our community
through the sharing of our collective resources,
education and cultural diversity.
In 2013 entreamigos welcomed the opportunity
to work with hundreds of people interested in
contributing their time and expertise to the
community of San Pancho. Volunteers came in
every kind and from everywhere. The World
Ventures travel organization sent more than six
hundred of their members to join us for one day
service trips, University students visited from all
over Mexico and the United States and many,
many families stopped in to help out. Together,
we cleaned the town, painted schools and
murals and planted trees. We re‐constructed
Recicla Parque at entreamigos and made
improvements to the entreamigos facility.

Impact 2013: Sustainability.
Youth Entrepreneurs
For many older students the decision to study at a university isn’t only about going to school. Just
like university education anywhere, the cost of tuition is only a small part of the struggle; housing,
transportation, materials, special projects, and insufficient opportunities for youth employment mean
that many potential university students simply do not have enough money to attend. In most cases,
the students’ families are struggling themselves and cannot help financially. Entreamigos’
scholarship program can help cover some of these costs, but with more and more students
attending university, the sustainability of the program requires that the students themselves
contribute.
The Youth Entrepreneur program supports the development of small businesses and business skills
by entreamigos’ scholarship students. This year, with the support of the Left Tilt Fund, seven
students participated in the formation of two small businesses; handmade gift cards and dehydrated
fruit. With mentorship and support, the students wrote business plans, practiced public speaking,
and refined their marketing and communication skills. These small businesses are completely
managed by the students and 100% of profits go directly to the students to support their education.

IMPACT 2013. Sustainability
Sustainability: What is the future of Entreamigos?

How the local
community perceives
entreamigos

Of the 176 randomly selected participants in the study:
94% recognized entreamigos and could identify at least one
activity that the organization does.
91% have participated at least once in the last 3 years while
69% identify themselves as participating consistently at
entreamigos.
83% believe that entreamigos has improved the lives of
children in San Pancho.
134 people could identify specific positive
changes in the children of San Pancho as a
result of entreamigos. These included: more
education (30), improvement in school (24),
aspirations for the future (24), better behavior
(23), healthy growth (23)
The study was commissioned by entreamigos to
discover the ways in which we were reaching the
local community and the things that we could do
better. Full results of the impact study are
available upon request.

In July and August of
2013, students from the
University ITESO of
Guadalajara conducted
an Impact Study to
determine how the local
community perceives
entreamigos.

The future of our organization will be determined by the skills of our staff, the will of our supporters,
and the hands and hearts of our children.

Entreamigos has a fierce commitment to organizational
sustainability, but what does that mean in practical
terms?

This year we invested heavily in training our staff. We required every staff member to have an
educational goal; for some that meant learning to read and for others it meant learning to drive, to
use a computer, or to receive a certification that had always eluded them. In many cases we
allowed staff to pursue their educational goals during work hours or partially so. As a staff we
participated in workshops on development, public speaking, education, and the environment. In
many cases, when we couldn’t find or afford someone else to train us, we trained each other. We
made great progress, but we still have a long way to go.

IMPACT 2013. Sustainability
Entreamigos’ commitment to education is also
a commitment to organizational sustainability.
As staff members come to realize the benefits
of opportunity and education, and as they gain
skills and confidence, they will in turn become
greater stewards of entreamigos.
As we
educate our staff, we are standing side by side
with hundreds of students in their own process
of education. These students, now becoming
university
scholars,
are
returning
to
entreamigos to share their skills.

Entreamigos’ commitment to sustainability is
not just a dream—it is a blossoming reality, and
we are proud of the strides we have made. In
2013 most of our programs supported
themselves economically and 28% of our
annual budget was generated by our on‐site
businesses. Some of those businesses, like the
Recicla Shop, also support a portion of our general operating costs. Others, like the Gallery, support
the community of San Pancho. Nearly 30 local residents earn needed income from the products they
make and then sell in the Gallery.
Most of our programs run with very limited intervention. Department Managers are completely in
charge of the work that they do and how they do it. As part of our organizational culture and our
commitment to sustainability, every manager cross‐trains a lesser skilled employee to eventually grow
into their position.

Entreamigos has made progress toward creating a platform of talented, educated, local staff people
who will be able to sustain the organization into the future. Entreamigos still requires—and always
will—the participation and financial commitment of the community that surrounds us. The annual
contributions of our Sustainer Circle donors and our Scholarship sponsors are critical to our
sustainability model. It is in this collective and committed effort that we will guarantee opportunities for
children and families for many years to come.

Revenue Comparison
(In House Sources)
350,000
Mexican Pesos

In 2013 all seven of our university students
participated as volunteers to run our summer
education programs. Three of them and several
of our high school students have part‐time jobs
or do their required social service as part of
entreamigos’ staff. We firmly believe that these
students, guided by our trained staff and their
own community wisdom, will be the future of
entreamigos.
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Statement of Activities

Impact 2013: Financials

Fiscal Year 2013
(October 2012‐ September 2013)

Entreamigos places great emphasis on ensuring that every dollar, peso, donation or resource is
thoughtfully and responsibly utilized in the continuation of our mission to support education and
community in San Pancho.

Revenue by type
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28%
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fy 2012

fy 2013

Sustainer Circle

640,200

566,400

Scholarship

251,574

247,444

revenue DONATIONS
General

Fundraiser Benefit and Events

28% Business Revenue
21% Sustainer Circle
16% Fundraiser Benefits
16% Scholarship
14% General Donation
5% Grants

Expenses by program
5%
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6%

30%

7%
7%

14%

20%

30% Library and Education
20% Scholarships
14% Sustainability Development
7% Gallery
7% General Administration
6% Recicla Shop
5% Recycling
5% Fundraising
3% Community Projects
3% Facility Construction

$1,483,937

Total
Revenue ( in-house sources
)
Gallery/Workshop

219,098

Language Program

65,768

Sustainability Development
Library and Classes
Recicla Shop
Other income ‐ Project Grants

‐

493,249

416,981

$1,904,074

236,808*
*gallery only

155,704

‐

141,578

288,906

160, 862
98,227

197,614
21,000

75,025

Total Business Revenue (in‐house sources) 760,560
Total Revenue Donations and Business
2,244,497

86,425

986,457

2,890,531

expenses
Library and Education

795,029

Gallery/Women’s Work Program

406,663

Scholarships

Sustainability Development Includes Youth
Entrepreneur and all workshop/job development projects

349,928

865,257

582,199
189,454*
*gallery only

‐

390,468

129,715
61,242

168,176
89,819

Recycling and Environment

155,514

Fundraising Activities

110,809

148,081

81,422

197,987

Recicla Shop
Community Projects and Events
Facility Construction and Improvements

Please remember that this 2013 Annual Report represents
our Fiscal year, October 2012 – September 2013.

399,174

Total Revenue Donations

Recycling

3% 3%

192,989

General Admin
Total Expenses

179,633
2,269,815

126,844

88,111

2,846,396

All figures are in Mexican Pesos

Thank
you to our Donors and Contributors
We have done our best to accurately record and consolidate donations. If you feel that your contribution is different than it appears,
please let us know. If you purchased an event ticket or an auction item, your contribution is not noted here.
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